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August 8, 1965

Mr. Walter E. Burch
Fidelity Advertising
P.O. Box 1739
Abilene, Texas

Dear Walter:

I will begin work soon on my theme speech, "Advancing the Church Through Effective Missions." I appreciate your suggestions relative to this topic and hope my development of it will warrant an even more extended use than the missions conference alone.

I am in the process of reading through the first draft of the master plan for Exodus/New Jersey. This will be of immeasurable help not only in preparing my particular talk but in providing material for other lessons and sermons. The assessment of some key documents and the listing of contemporary issues and conflicts are highly valuable. I have been collecting material for some time concerning constituent elements in modern life. If I have some things worthy of consideration, I will send them to you in further exploration of contemporary man.

Thanks for some of the most valuable work being done by any one individual in today's brotherhood.

Fraternally yours,

John Allen Chalk
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